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A completely revised and updated edition of an investing classic to help readers make sense of investing today, full

of “solid information and advice for individual investors” (The Washington Post).

Today, anyone can be an informed investor, and once you learn to tune out the hype and focus on meaningful

factors, you can beat the Street. The Motley Fool Investment Guide, completely revised and updated with clear and

witty explanations, deciphers all the current information—from evaluating individual stocks to creating a diverse

investment portfolio.

David and Tom Gardner have investing ideas for you, no matter how much time or money you have. This new

edition of The Motley Fool Investment Guide is designed for today’s investor, sophisticate and novice alike, with the

latest information on:

—Finding high-growth stocks that will beat the market over the long term

—Identifying volatile young companies that traditional valuation measures may miss

—Using online sources to locate untapped wellsprings of vital information

The Motley Fool rose to fame in the 1990s, based on its early recommendations of stocks such as Amazon.com,

PayPal, eBay, and Starbucks. Now this revised edition is tailored to help investors tackle today’s market. “If you’ve

been looking for a basic book on investing in the stock market, this is it...The Gardners help empower the amateur

investor with tools and strategies to beat the pros” (Chicago Tribune).
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